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• MANAGES THE URBAN HEALTH PROGRAM AND WORK TO INCREASE THE RECRUITMENT, RETENTION, GRADUATION AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITY STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF APPLIED HEALTH SCIENCES.

• BELIEF THAT ALL STUDENTS WHO ARE COMMITTED AND DEDICATED TOWARD THEIR EDUCATIONAL AND CAREER GOALS CAN SUCCEED GIVEN PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE TOWARD FULFILLING THEIR DREAMS.
BELONGING UNCERTAINTY

• BLACK STUDENTS MAY QUESTION THEIR STATUS OR POSITION IN YOUR CLASS AND IN YOUR FIELD, IN GENERAL

• IT IS DIFFICULT TO SEE ONESELF IN THE FIELD WITH FEW ROLE MODELS WITH WHOM TO IDENTIFY

• LACK OF CONNECTION OF COURSE CONTENT TO ISSUES RELEVANT TO ONE’S COMMUNITY OR PROBLEMS THEY HOPE TO SOLVE REINFORCES THIS SENSE OF ISOLATION
THOUGHT QUESTIONS

• THINK FOR A MOMENT ABOUT THE DIVERSITY OF YOUR DEPARTMENT’S STUDENT BODY. WHAT IS IT LIKE?

• WOULD YOUR FEELINGS AND REACTIONS CHANGE IF YOU WERE OF A DIFFERENT RACE, ETHNICITY, NATIONALITY, GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, OR RELIGION?

• HOW WOULD YOU RESPOND IF SOMEONE ASKED YOU THE FOLLOWING? “WE KNOW THAT (YOUR FIELD) CAN BE A CHALLENGING PLACE FOR STUDENTS WITH MARGINALIZED IDENTITIES. WHAT IS YOUR DEPARTMENT DOING TO CHANGE THAT? WHAT EFFORTS IS YOUR DEPARTMENT MAKING TO ENSURE THAT WOMEN, GENDER-NONCONFORMING INDIVIDUALS, AND PEOPLE OF COLOR (FOR EXAMPLE) FEEL INCLUDED?”
QUESTIONS FOCUSED ON REPRESENTATION

• HOW CAN WE ATTRACT MORE BLACK STUDENTS TO OUR PROGRAMS?
• WHERE ARE THE BEST SCHOOLS/PROGRAMS FROM WHICH TO RECRUIT BLACK STUDENTS?
• WHAT STRUCTURES, POLICIES, AND RESOURCES ARE NEEDED TO RECRUIT MORE BLACK STUDENTS?
• HOW CAN WE INCENTIVIZE RECRUITING MORE BLACK STUDENTS?
• WHY ISN’T THERE PARITY IN REPRESENTATION OF BLACK PEOPLE IN OUR PROFESSION/SCIENTIFIC AREA?
QUESTIONS FOCUSED ON EQUITY

• WHAT BARRIERS EXIST FOR BLACK STUDENTS AND OTHER STUDENTS WITH MARGINALIZED IDENTITIES IN OUR PROGRAM?

• WHAT ADVANTAGES EXIST FOR NON-MARGINALIZED STUDENTS?

• AM I ABLE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THERE IS AN UNEQUAL STARTING PLACE FOR BLACK STUDENTS IN OUR PROGRAM?

• WHAT MICROAGGRESSIONS HAVE I OBSERVED WITHIN MY CLASS/PROGRAM?

• WHAT ACTIONS HAVE I TAKEN TO ADDRESS THEM?

• WHAT MICROAGGRESSIONS MIGHT I HAVE BEEN RESPONSIBLE FOR WITHIN MY ROLES?

• WHAT IS MY ROLE IN WORKING TO CORRECT THESE INEQUITIES?
INTERACTIONAL DIVERSITY QUESTIONS

• HOW CAN MY COURSE/LAB/JOB EFFECTIVELY USE STUDENTS’ DIFFERENCES IN EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE TO ACHIEVE SHARED GOALS?

• HOW CAN MY COURSE/LAB/JOB EFFECTIVELY LEVERAGE AND REVERSE POWER DIFFERENTIALS TO ACHIEVE SHARED GOALS?
INCLUSION-FOCUSED QUESTIONS

• What is the experience of Black students in my (class, lab, department)?

• What barriers stand in the way of students with marginalized identities feeling a sense of welcome and belonging?

• What don’t we realize we are doing that is negatively impacting our Black students?
EXAMPLES OF INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE

• Creative uses of office hours (impromptu) and other ways to show your investment in their success

• Student-peer-mentoring opportunities in safe spaces (ASAP)

• Sharing something personal and being vulnerable with your students that you once struggled with certain content/you often felt like an imposter – or still do, etc.

• Share your own marginalized identity with your students (if you have one) and provide examples of how you found success despite barriers

• Provide lists of resources on your syllabus and take an attitude that assumes students will want to seek out support – normalize support seeking in and outside of your classroom.

• Use universal design principles to create accessible classrooms, including multi-sensory approaches to learning, scaffolding learning, providing content maps, making expectations about grading clear, honoring holidays and allowing for make-up work, etc.

• Connect course content to issues relevant to students’ communities or problems they hope to solve
MORE EXAMPLES

• HIGHLIGHT A SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY MADE BY A BLACK SCIENTIST BY SHOWING A PHOTO OF THE SCIENTIST NEXT TO THE DISCOVERY

• INCORPORATE A THEORY DEVELOPED BY A BLACK ACADEMIC INTO YOUR COURSE, AGAIN, SHOWING A PHOTO OF THE THEORIST

• SHOW POSITIVE IMAGES OF BLACK PROFESSIONALS IN POWER (NOT ALWAYS THE WHITE THERAPIST TREATING THE BLACK PATIENT)

• BE INTENTIONAL ABOUT HOW YOU ORGANIZE STUDENTS INTO GROUPS FOR DISCUSSIONS AND ASSIGNMENTS SO THAT CLIQUES DO NOT LEAVE BLACK STUDENTS FEELING ISOLATED

• NOTICE WHEN HANDS ARE RAISED AND DELIBERATELY CALL ON BLACK STUDENTS WHEN IT IS CLEAR THEY WISH TO CONTRIBUTE AND PARTICIPATE. CONVERSELY, DO NOT CALL THEM OUT IF THEY ARE DISENGAGED BUT RATHER, TAKE TIME AFTER CLASS

• KNOW STUDENTS’ NAMES AND PRONOUNCE THEM CORRECTLY
INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE: 4 STRATEGIES

- STRATEGY 1: CLASS CONTENT (E.G., EXAMPLES, PROBLEM SETS)
- STRATEGY 2: INCLUSIVE TEACHING
- STRATEGY 3: DIVERSE TEACHING METHODS
- STRATEGY 4: TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO REDUCE BIAS

- Aragon et al. (2017) found that faculty with colorblind ideologies were less likely to adopt inclusive teaching strategies than those with multicultural ideologies.
MICROAGGRESSIONS

• “BRIEF AND COMMONPLACE DAILY VERBAL, BEHAVIORAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL INDIGNITIES, WHETHER INTENTIONAL OR UNINTENTIONAL, THAT COMMUNICATE HOSTILE, DEROGATORY, OR NEGATIVE RACIAL SLIGHTS AND INSULTS TO THE TARGET PERSON OR GROUP” (SUE ET AL., 2007, P.273).

• INVALIDATING STUDENTS’ EXPERIENCES OR CONCERNS, LOW EXPECTATIONS FOR BLACK STUDENTS, USING INAPPROPRIATE HUMOR IN CLASS THAT DEGRADES BLACK STUDENTS, SINGLING STUDENTS OUT IN CLASS BECAUSE OF THEIR BackgroundS, MALICIOUS COMMENTS, SETTING EXAMS AND PROJECT DUE DATES ON HOLIDAYS, AND STEREOTYPING.
TYPES OF MICROAGGRESSIONS

- **ASCRITION OF INTELLIGENCE** (e.g., unintelligent or smarter than average based on appearance or accent)
- **DENIAL OF RACIAL REALITY** (e.g., dismissing claims that race was relevant to understanding a student's experience)
- **DENIAL OR DEVALUING OF EXPERIENCE OR CULTURE** (e.g., ignoring the existence, histories, cultures of groups of people – assuming that others are like you)
- **MAKING JUDGMENTS ABOUT BELONGING** (e.g., assuming people are foreign or don't speak English well because of their appearance; questioning someone's membership status such as “you don't look disabled” or “you don't seem that gay to me” or “if you were Jewish, wouldn't you do X?”)
- **ASSUMPTION OF CRIMINALITY** (e.g., guarding belongings more carefully when around certain groups or expressing fear of certain groups)
- **ASSUMPTION OF IMMORALITY** (e.g., assuming that poor people, undereducated people, LGBTQ people, or people of color are more likely to be devious, untrustworthy, or unethical)
MICROAGGRESSIONS

• No one is immune from committing microaggressions. They are part of our inherited unconscious biases that are deeply embedded in our society and culture.

• Lead students to experience serious cognitive, behavioral, and emotional reactions, making it very difficult for them to learn.

Sue, Lin, Torino, Capodilupo, Rivera, 2009, pp. 187-8
MANAGING MICROAGGRESSIONS

- Surface your own biases
- Unpack your own triggers
- Establish classroom norms for discussion and disagreement, upfront
- Acknowledge them in the moment, stopping or slowing down the discussion
- Return to the class norms and explain why the incident is problematic
- Support students to critically reflect upon what happened
- Acknowledge the impact and validate those who have been targeted
- Follow up in the next class
WHAT TO AVOID

• PASSIVITY OR LETTING STUDENTS TAKE CONTROL OF THE CONVERSATION
• RESPONDING WITH HOSTILITY
• LOOKING TO THE BLACK STUDENTS TO EDUCATE OTHERS ON WHY THIS IS WRONG
• GIVING FULL ATTENTION TO THE PERPETRATOR WHILE IGNORING THE TARGET
• ALLOWING DEBATE ABOUT THE INTENT OF THE MICRO AGGRESSOR, WHAT EACH PERSON SAID OR DID, WHO IS RIGHT OR WRONG, ETC.
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